
Grammar

Hyphens link two words so the word or phrase makes sense. 

Dashes separate information and are a type of parenthesis, like brackets. 
They can 
• add information to the previous clause
• be used in place of brackets or 
• be used when writing dialogue to show that someone speaking has been interrupted 

Useful video: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zg8gbk7

Hyphens and dashes

Task 1 : HYPHENS 

Re write the sentence, adding a hyphen in the correct place so that the word or 
phrase make sense:

1. Caliban looked like a fish smelling monster
1. Caliban looked like a fish-smelling monster

2. The neon streaked Harpy flew down from the trees.

3. Mouth watering plates of fresh fruit float across their minds’ eyes. .

4. The Harpy’s sweet smelling breath filled the glade.

5. Prospero’s magic filled eyes swam with stars.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zg8gbk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zg8gbk7


Grammar

Task 2 : DASHES 

Remember: 
Dashes separate information and are a type of parenthesis, like brackets. 
They can 
• add information to the previous clause
• be used in place of brackets or 
• be used when writing dialogue to show that someone speaking has been interrupted

Add where the dash/es should go in each sentence

1. The trees in the enchanted glade swayed in the gentle breeze music could be 
heard floating on the leaves.

1. The trees in the enchanted glade swayed in the gentle breeze -music could be 
heard floating on the leaves.

2. The Harpy flew down from the turquoise blue sky as it flew the sky turned grey and 
thunder rumbled across the island

3. Prospero is delighted. His plan thanks to Ariel is working.  

4. But, when Sebastian calls out “Let us stand to and feed” there is a sudden terrifying 
shriek as Ariel appears as a huge bird of prey a Harpy its beak big enough to swallow 
a man’s head!

5. But the sound that comes out is none of those things  Ariel puts the sound of spirits 
and creatures of the underworld into their mouths to terrify them. 

6. It should have been a jolly song, a happy tune, a dance perhaps a jig. 


